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Abstract

Two aspeces of memory for prose were investigated, the amount

of information remembered and the-semantic interpretation assigned

to ambiguous paragraphs. Task instructions and exposure duration

of the passages were manipulated to induce different levels of pro-

cessing and affect amount oN.nformation "ietained. In:order to in-
Je ,

fluence the interpretation of the ambiguous paragraphs, different

contexts, in the form of biasing titles" accompanied the text. Re-

call and recognition measures indicated that students remembered

more information and more context-consonant information when given-
., 7

instructions which required processing'the paragraphs at a semantic

level. Thus, context was a powerful determiner of which meaning

'was remembered from polysemous paragraphs only when incoming infor-

mation was processed at a deeper, more semantic level.

3
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This study attempts to elucidate the effects of context and level of

piocessing on comprehension and memory for prose. Bransford and Johnson's

(1972) study of contextual prerequisites to understanding prose stands as

a precursor to the present research. these investigitors found that mem-

ory for seemingly nonsensical paragraphs was dramatica4y improved when thy

paragraphs were preceded by appropriate contexts in the form of pictures

or short titles. '.The effectiveness of context resided in making the pars-
,

graphs comprehensible by accessing relevant, already learned knowledge.

Thus, Bransford and Johnson provided strong evidence that context can

increase the amount of information remembered from prose. However, another

important effect of context on the acquisition of information, its speci-

fying nature, has been ignored by investigators of memory for prase. Con-

text not only may make vague passages perfectly comprehensible, it also(

may affec e interpretation of messages which have two or more meanings.

The present investigation is-focused upon this heretofore neglected func-

.
tion of context, its biasing effect upon comprehension of prose.

The effects of context cues as:specifiers of meaning can best be

tested when the, cues are presented along with verbal messages which are

potentially interpretable in two ways. For the present siudy, paragraphs

were constructed which were ambiguous because they 'permitted two seman-

tically different interpretations. For eicample:

-

In the last days of August, we were all suffering frOm

the unbearabir heat. In a few short weeks, our daily job

had turned from a game into hard labor. "All wel.need now,"

. said die manager in one of his.discouraged moods, "is a
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strike." I listened to him silently but I could not heip

him. I hit a fly. "I suppose things could get even worse,"
.

he continued. "Our most valuable pitcherd might crack in

this heat. If only we had more fans, we would,all feel

better, I'm sure. I wish our best man would come lime.

That certainly would improve everyone's morale, especially

mine. Oh well. I know a walk wouldcheer me up a little."

444 Note that in contrast to the materials of Bransford and Johnson (1972)::

Dooling and MulleZ (1973), or Doolin and. Lachman (1971),',the aboye pas-

sage is ambiguous not because it is vague and leaves intended referents

unspecified (Haviland & Clark, 1974), but because it allaws two relatively

concrete meanings,to be,constructed. The paragraph can be taken as repre-

senting an interaction_between the manager of a losing baseball team and

one of his players. At the same time, the paragraph e construed in

terms of an interaction batween the manager of a glassware factory and

one of his employees. While both interpretations are permitted by the

passage, it is probable that they are not equally likely. To determine

the relative dominance of one meaning over another, the ambiguous para-

graphs were presented to a norming group. A more frequently perceived

meaning, labelled a "strong" meaning, and a less frequently perceived

meaning, labelled "weak," were established for each passage. The passages

could then be presented along with two types of cd4ext, one which cued -

the strong meaning of the paragraph and one which cued its weak meaning.

--\.4.6,....../.Examples of contexts which.ewoke th strong And weak.meanings for the

above paragraph are the titles "Woriies of a Baseball 'Manager" and

5
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"Worries of a Glassware Factory Manager." Studenti' memory for the passages

was assessed first on a free recall test, and then 'on a multiple-choice

test whose alternatives discriminated between the two possible interprets-

lions of each paragraph..

While no previous research has dealt with the Selective effects of

context upon prOse, there is related research dealing with memory for

y
words and sentences which:can guide predictions of results in the present

study. For example, in an extension of Tulving and Thomson's (1973) ver-

sion of the encoding specificity hypothesisl Reder, Anderson, and Bjork

(1974) presented evidence which suggests that subjects are likely to remem-

ber whatever semantic representation is formed during the comprehension

stage. These investigators found that certain context cues acted to speci-

fy the meaning of polysemous words and thus determined performance on

later,recognition and recall tests. In a similar vein, Anderson and Ortony

(1975) found that certain words were interpreted differently when em-

bedded in sentences which primed different meanings of the words. In

addition, a number of studies.have provided evidence that an ambiguous

sentence is immediately interpreted one way br i9 reconsidered automatic

ally if a context consonant with a second meaning of the sentence appears

(Carey, Mehler, & Bever, 1970; Foss, 1970; Foss, Bever,4&-Silver, 1968).
,

It seems %reasonable to expect similar context effects in the comprehe

sion 'snd memory of ambiguous paragraphs. For the present study, the re-

dictio was that recogration performance would reflect the'inte at on

assigned to tho paragraphs during the comprehension process Thus, it

Oas expected that readers'Who were constrained to percei e one meaning of

a

6
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a paragraph by the presence of a particular context would choose more

alternatives on a multiple-ciloice test which were consonant with this

meaning than alternatives consonant with the other meaning.

An_assumption,made in the foregoing predictions is that the readers

are processing the parlgraphs at a semantic level. It seems apparent that

were they paying attention to physical characteristics of the passages,

a biasing context would not influence them. An interaction between leVel

of processing and context effects can be predicted from the Craik and

LoCkhart (1972) model, although the model ha*-not previously been exten-

ded to include specificity of meaning effects. Craik and Lockhart's orig*

nal concepnion predicts a direct relatinship between depth of processing

and the strength of the,memory trace. Here, depth .of processing refers to

a hierarchy of stages through which incoming Stimuli are.proCessed, where

pre iminary stages involve the analysis of physical featbres and later

stages_are concerned.with the extractiOlpf meaning. Craik .ind Lockhart

-.intend greater "depth"to refer to a greater degree of semantic analysis--

the more deeply or semantically a'stimulusJi analyzed the more elaborate,

.;:i.,. ,

longer lasting,, and stronger its memory 4ce.will be. The deepest levels

of processing invo "enrichin the stimuli by tying them to previously

acquired associatifns, images, and other relevant Pre-existing knowledge.,

While inore_time to process stimuli will usually result in dedcer pro--

tcessing, the ii4ost influential variable-affecting depth of p ocessing

is task de dd. Tasks Which require rote learning or attention only,to

physical featu es of stimAili will not affect memory performance as much

as tasks whith demand semantic processing. Only a simplewelaboration of
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Craik and Lockhart's conception is needed to predict an interaction be-
.

tween levels of processing and context. If context is assumed 'to impriove

memory by accessing previously acquired cognitive structure o serve

as anchor and framew for new information, only readers who are pro-

cessing the paragrapha meaningfully will be influenced by the content of

their primed existing knowledge.

In additiln to ensuring a greater degree of context-appropriate re-

sponses, greater depth of processing, aa operationalized by different

1task demands and presentation dura411s, should affect how 'mu0s remem-

'bered from prose passages. Tasks which require semantic pr ssing are

known to yield an increase in total amount of informatigkembered over

non-semantic tasks (Bobrow & Bower, 1969; Craik, 1973; Frase & KAmmann,

1974; Mistler-Lachman, 1972, 1974). In the/present study, four types of

tasks and two different presentation durations were chosen to iepresent

a continuum of depth of processing. The levels of the presentation dura-
4,

tion variable were fixed at 4-and 45_seconds baaed upon a pre-experi=
4P

mental test of minimum and maximum times neede to perform the exper

tal tasks. Of the four types of instructions, the most "shallow" t sk

involved asking subjects to count the number of four-letter words in the

passages. Counting the number of personal pronouns would seem to require

a somewhat deeper, protably syntactic, processing of individual rds.

A third tas involved ratingirpe passages for degree of ambiguit a task

which deiand4 processing the material in a medhingful way and should

result in much improved recall when compared to the previous two tasks.;

(BObrow & Bower, 1969). It was predicted that better recall and more

,
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specific and accurate recogniion performance would be exhibited by the,

fou4h instruction groupasked to read and learit the paragrappe.
..

,'. ., .

In sudimary, the present researth'was-an attempt to inveStigate not
-

only hqw much a person remembers; but what exactlylle remebbers from

ambigUous parairaphs whose,semaptic_representatiOns can be influenced by

different contexts:. It -Urals ptedicted that whichevei-meahing was assigned
-

during Le study of ambigUous.paragraphs wourif be the meaning which was
de

,

recalled and recognized, and that the se1ectidnf one or" the other

me kould be constrained by weak-meaning-related and strong-meaning-

r contexts. This relaiionship was more likely to appeai when
4

;readers were instructed to deal with incoming stimuli on a semantic level--

. .. . .

. than Aen.they were enjoined to perform,less semantic tasks. With the ,

,- "shallower" talcs, its predicted that context cu es might minimally
,

?

ciirect'processing.toward ne/or the other meaning

).()that, od the whole, memory would be r9&ed ;and i

Method

Design

.

I the passages OUt

curate.

Four levels of Tasks (counting fou 7letter words, counting personal

pronouns, rating for aMbiguity, and lea ing) were factorially combined

with two levels of Presentation Duration (20 an44,45 seconds) to yield

eight indepefident cells. Threetypes of_context cues (strong, weak, none)

\were tested as a *ithin-subject,variable. Thus,.the design was a 4 (Tasks)

x 2 (DuTion) x 3 (Context) mixed design Ath repeated measures on the

context variable.
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Eight groUps of 18 subjects were randomly fo4nied from a pool of vol-

1,
unteer stude s enrolled in an Undergraduate education class at Arizona

State Univerlity.

Mrterials

Paragraph construction. Three short paragraphs of 114,114, And 120
OP,

'words vtere constructed so rts to be completely ambiguous. An ambiguous

pas4ge is4defined here as one which can be constr_as describing two

different situations. ThUs the term ambiguity in the,pres#nt context is

go(
not meant to apply to simply abstract passages, or passages with generally

;

undetermined referle. The three paragraphs in their final form were:

Baseball/Factory

In the last days of August, we were all suffering from

the unbearable heat. In a few short weeks, our daily job had

.turned from a game into hard labor. "All we need now," said

the,manager in one of his discouraged moods, "is a strike."

I4listened.to him silently but I oould not help him. I hit

a fly. '"I suiipose things could get even worse," he continued.

"Our most valuable pitchers may crack in this heat. If oaly

. ,

we ad more fans :we would all feel better, i'm sure. I
,

-4-,'i. r ,,,

wish our heti* man*bld come home. That certainly would
.'

improve everyone's morale, especially mine. Oh well, I know

a walk would cheer me up a little."

1 0
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Cards/Music

Every Sqturday Nght; four good friends get together.

When JerrAW7tike and Pat arrived, Karen had just finished

writing some notes. She quickly arranged the cards and stood

up to greet her friends at the door. They followed her into

the living room and sat down facing each obher. They began

to play.) Karen's reéorder filled the room with soft and

pleasant music. Her hand flashed in front of everyone's

eyes and they all noticed her diamonds. They continued fot

many hours until everyone was exhausted and quite silly.

Jerry made his friends laugh as he theatrically took a bow,

jentertaining th-em all witItthe wildness of his plaiing.

Finally, Karen's friend went home.

,Biox/Lawsuit

John; a salesman for a wine company,.heard on the early
- .

dt i

evening new show that ce tain wines were beini)altered on

their way to kar by ng.artificiallylcolore4. The next
I

day, whi e exami. Ile of wine, he noticed
ff

in a corner a
14,

.i.=

foreign fharacte r almost-completebvoncealed. John brought
.,_

the cas up to the company:owner. The owner, although very

busy, ropped what * was doing and considered the matter

carefully. Picking up on his desk, the owner

said, "We'll have to try the case." Other company officials

gathered in his office' and heard him announce, "I expect that

everi hand which touched this wine was stained to Cime degree."

1 1
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Each paragraph contained'six ambiguous features. Three kinds of
4

atbiguous features, lexical, surfacelstructure, and underlying structure

ambiguities, have been studied previousfy (Foss:*1970'; MacKaY,1 66;MackaY

67)- In the present set of materials, hbwever, concei over

type of ambiguity was subordinated to an attempt to make eacheparagriph

ambiguous as a whop. The paragraphs alabconpained,an eqnal number of

, idea units (28): The,Tumber of idea unit's was determined individually,

. and then in conference by three raters whowere giVe Branaprd and Johnson's
1

.(1973) definition of idea units as "individual sente c , hasic semantiC

A--
propositions or.phreses",(p.....393). The raters w in agreement on 89%;

86%, A1464% of the'original demarcation,of unit All disagreemrnts were

-resolvei4 consensus. (4.

The perceptibilkty of each meaning in the paragraphs was det

by asking 99 college students to read.the three passages and answer two
e

questions which'Iolawed each. The questions were phrased go that it waa

ve
possible to ascertain'which meaning had been perceived from a particular

passage. Three scorers tabulated the frequency of occurrence of each

meaning. Results indicated that there was a definite preponderance of

, .

oneNmeaning over another for each passage, thus defining strong and weak.

meangs for each. For example, for the Baseball/Factory paragraph; 86%

of responses indicated a "baseball" interpretation and 14% a "factory"

interpretation of the paragraph.

Experimental booklets. The experimental material was compiled in.

seventeen-page,Vooklets. General as well as task-specific insiructions

s.
appeared on the first page. Then the following series was replicated three

'to
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times:, a context page, with either a strong-meaning title, a weak-meaning

title,.or 1m title at all was fobiowed by a-paragraph which was followed

ip turn- by is task answer sheet. Every subject saw all three paragraphs,

one at each livel.of the context variable. Order ind topic of paragraph

were combined in a three-level Latin square which was repeated for all six
)

r

40jr

possible orders of type of context. Thus each paragraph was represented

equally within independent groupi of sdbjects.at each possible position,

within each possible context.

'The context-producing titles took the form of six-word phrases such

as, "Worries of a Baseball Team Manager" cueing the strong meaning of the
weak

Baseball/Factory paragraph, and "Worries of a Glassware Factory Manager"

cueing the weak meaning. The task answer sheets were appropriate to the

instructions given to subjects. For example,kbjects rating the para-

graphs for arbiguity saw a three-point check list with each point labeled

"completily ambiguous," "somewhat aMbiguous," and "completely unambiguous."

41P
Following the last answer blank, a page of arithmetic problems was ihclu-

ded to preclude primary memory effects during the recall test.

The retention measures took the form of a recall test followed by a

multiple-choice test. On each of three pages, the first idea unit plus

the subjects of the next phrase was printed at the top of th-li- age to pro-

:
t

vide subjects with enough information to begin appropriate fr e recall.

For example, one of the paragraphs was cued by the words, "In the last

days of August, we." Recall tests were presented in the s rder as

the paragraphs. Simileirly, the recognition tests were presented in the

same order as the paragraphs. Eight fotivalternative multiple-choice -.1>

ad fb
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questions were constructed for each passage. Two of the eight questions

tested knowledge o( some unambilguoUs informaiion in the paragraphs. The

1 remaining six questions were cued to each of the ambiguous features of

the paragraphs. The four alternatives for each question included one which

was consonirt with one meaning and a second which was consonant with the

alternate meaning of the ambiguous.passages, plus two irrelevant possi-

bilities differing lainimally in lexical an4 structural elements from the

two relevant possibilities.

Procedure

Subjects participated ln small grodps of from one to seven persons.

with most gtoups made up of four persons. An exPerimenter handed out

each subject the first part of the experimental booklet (up to and inclu-
4

ding the arithnetic problems). Subjects then heard and read task-appro-e

priate instructions: counting the number of four-let-ter words in the

passages, counting the number of personal prOnouns, rating each paragraph

for degtee to which it represented nore than one meaning, or learning

and rating each paragraph for degree of difficulty to learn. Subjects

turned to the first title page, read it for five seconds, then turned

to the passage and read it for 20 or 45 seconds depending upon their

duration condition. S

k
ects were allowed five seconds to enter their

u4
on the task answer blank. The sane procedure was followed without

any break for the second and third paragraphs and their corresponding

title and task sheets. A total of 60 seconds elapsed from the moment the

subjects beean the math sheet until they were told to stop. The

1 4
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experimenter then gathered the paragraphs and handed outrifree recall sheets

it
with instructions for subjects to write down all they could remember from

the paragraphs. Seven 4 nUtes were allowed for the free recall task.
/

Nat, the experimentericollected the recall sheets Jr handed out the

multiple-Choice test. The instructions stressed the need to circle one
_ ,

',alternative for every question even if the chosen answer was based upon a

pure guess. This last section was self-paced. AI

Results

Results were analyzed to answer two sets of questions: 1) how much

was retained irom the three passages, and 2) specific'ally what was reliant-

beted from the texts. c

Amount of Information.Retained

Recall. Idea unit scores were obtained by comparing subjects' free

recall protocols to a pre-established list of idea units contained in

each passaget One idea unit was always provided as a cue to identify the

paragraph requested, thus reducing,the total possible to 27. Any meaning7

preserving approximation of an idea unit was accepted. As both Cofer

(1973) and Zangwill (1972) found, subjects in the present study rarely

wrote down an erroneous idea. Ratheethe most common error was.one of

omission. Whenever a fabrication did occur, it was not counted toward

the total recall score. The protocols were scored by one of two raters.

Interrater reliability on number of idea units for a sample of 40 proto-

cols was .97..

15
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A three-way mixed analysis of variance, with four levels of Tasks

-

(cotinting.four-letter words, counting pronouns, rating-for ambiguity,

- learning)-arid two levels of Duration (20 and 45,seconde) as between fac-

tars,and three levels of Cantext (strong, weak, and none) as a within

factor, resulted in significant effects for Tasks, F (3,136) 7 82.56,

< .001, and for Duration, 1/1 (1,136) 12.65, 2 < .001. A significanil;

greater proportion of idea units were recalled with passage exposure

times of 45 seconds (mean proportion .15)"than with exposures of 20

seconds (M .10).

The means of,the Our task iastruction groups were subjected to Newman=

Keuls tests. Results indicated that the means ranked themselves as fel-
.

tows: counting four-letter word (mean proportion of idea units .02)

counting pronouns (.0 ting fcr ambiguity (.21) learning (.24),
4

4' .01. Both of the "sha lawer' processing_instructiols setsulted in

subAtantially less re&ill than the "deeper" comprehension tasks.

To determine how muchsof the total%vartance in performance on the,

free recall tests VAS attributable to experimental treatment, opega

,Aua:ed (co2) values wire calculated for the tasks and duration variables.

While Duration accounted for only . 2 of the variance,-the task instruc-

tions accounted for .44, indicating/an unusually effective control Of

variability in recall performance as a function of the task instructions

I
employed in thilostudy.

Recognition: Control questions. n each of the paragraphs, there

was some information which was not ambiguous-And, therefore, was correctly

representable in only one sense. Two multiple-choice questions per

t ,

i

16
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paragraph were constructed testing km:iv/ledge of this informadolo: The \

.

. ,i,

number of correct responses on,these control questioni was assumed to'
,

I

re e t in a, gross manner'how much attention the subjects paid to the

14ormation content of the passages.

Il4

Results of a 4 (Tasks) x.2 (Duration) x 3 ( ntext) mixed' wa1ysie

""14 ,

of variance indicated that Only the tasks variabl . produced-a
liks

ignificant,
, .. 0

%,?

difference in'nulber of correct recognition respo es on the control quei-
.

1

tions, F (3,136) 22.92, 2. < .001.

The means of the different task instruction groupt, r4Orted is mean.
L p

.
.

proportions.of questions ansUeredIorrectly,'were counting four-letter
, ...;r:'

,

words (.55), counting pronouns (.55), rating for ambiguity (.00), and
i' ,..,,k ..

.

learning (.80). Newman-KeUls -tests again indicated that the two less

semantic tasks'were not different from each other but resulted in signifi-

cantly poorer performance, 2. < .01, than the two more semantic tasks which

4
were in turn not different from each other. The w- valumAor these effects

indicated that task instructions accounted for .10 of the variance.

Recognition: Total Information. The remaining six questions for

each of the paragraphs presented four alternatives: one which was con-

sonant with a strong meaning interpretation of the passage, one consonant

with a weak meaning, and two alternatives which did not represent correct

information from the passages.- Regardless of context cues, the "correct"

alternatives reflected information represented in the passages. There-

fore, as a third measure of total amount remembered, the number of ques-

tions for which either'of the "correct" alternatives were chosen was

4011
tabulated and analyzed.

17
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%.

. ,
%

A 4 (Tasks) x 2 (Duration) x 3 (Cte) nixed analysis of vaNiance,

with repeated measures on'the context variable, resulted'in significant

effects for Tasks, F (3,136) 27.99,2 < .001, for Duration, F (1,136)

11.71, 2, < .001, and for Context, F (2,272) 3.98, P,< ..02. Again,

. 4.. longer exposure to the paragraphs resulted In greater amount of inform-II11\

.4

tion remembered. The mean proportion of total "correct" recognition

responses of the 20-second exposure condition was .67, and of the 45-

second condition, .73. None of the interactions between variables ap-

Ocgalhed significance. ,

.
k.

't

Newman-Keuls. tests perforbed on the task effect replicated'the.gattern

of issults obtained with the-recall of idea unIts and ihe coqtEollrecog

nition measures. Namely; the means, reported as mean proportiona, ranked

themselves as follows: .counting four-letter wo ds (.60) counting pro-.

I
nouns (.60) < ratingAfor ambiguity (.78) learning (.80), 2 < .01. Again,

goth "shallowee'tasks,sesulted in signifisantly lower tot4 information
7;

recognition scores than the two more senantic'tasks.
.41

Mean proportions as a function of type of context decreased from

strong (.73), to weak (.70), to,none (.67). Newman-Keuls tests indicated

that only the difference between strong context and no context was sig-

nificant, 2 < .05.

Omega squasad values were calculated for each orthe significant

effects. For task instructions, W2'1 .15, again acco for a rela-
Fot

tively.large amount,of the variance in performance. The duriticin 'and

-

context manipulations controlled only .02 and .01 of the total variance

,respectively.

1 8'
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Specificity of Information Retained

Recognition: Strong-meaning responses. The nullrelef questions

whidh were answered by choosing the strong-meaning alternatiyes was tabu*.

f

lated. These scores were taken as representing strong meanAng encoding.

The mean proportions of responses consonant' with-A strong-meaning

interpretation of the paragraphi are presented in.Table 1. A 4 (Tasks)

-t

x 2 (Duration) x 3 (Context) mixed analysis of variancel Vith repeSted
,

; .

measures-on the context variable,* resulted is significint.effects for

\\ the tisk, F (3,136), 3.67, it< ;02, and context variables

2

23.21, It< .001, and for the Tasks x DutatiolinteraCtons,

3.02, E k .05.

Insert Table 1 about here.0 F (2,272)

F (3166)

Post hoc tests on the task main effect did not reveal any signifi-
-.41

' cant aifferences. ,Apparently, the effects of the Tyke x DurStion inter-
.

.,action acted to obscure differences among the fo* ihstructiongroups
I

when analyzed as main.effect. Simple Afects analyses were performed

to determine the sourte of significant differences in xhe interaction.

Results indicated that-with 20-second exposures to the paragraphs, task

- instructions significantly affected the number of stroni-meaning respires

selected, F (3,136) 17.04, E< .001. The two "shallower" tasks differed

from.the two "deeper" tasks on all t-test comparisons of means, E < .02.

At the 45-second exposure time, task instructions did not produce dif-

ferences in choosing strong-meaning alternipives. Tests of differences

in performance at the two timeexposures within each task instruction

19
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level resulted'in a significant difference only between the 20-second

group and the 45-second group who had been given instrucVions to col

number of four-letter words, F (1,116) .1.61, 2. < .01:

4lewman-Keuls tests on the Context meens indicated-that a signifi-

cantly greater nuMber of strong-Weaning responses were made with.para-

graphs presented with strong-meaning lFitles (mean prop4o4ion of strpng-
.

meaning recognition responses?' .50) than with paragraphs presented eith

with weak-46eaning titles (.30 or no titles (.35), p < :0 These lat

two conditions di4 not differl, ificantik from each oth

The Tasks x Context int resented..in column# 2, 6, and 9

of TaJel, approachedr:
,

-

caution 'it is possibte terpret thee ata as illustrating a trend

which was consonant with,kbeoretical and re-experinental predictdons.

Thus, with the two taski4O1ich require semantic encoding, the rating for
Of

ambiguity.and normal learning instructions, context-producing titles

seemedlto influence the proportion of choices of serong-meaning alterna-

tives. For these rwo processing tasks, paragraPhs presented with serong-

meaning titles produêed more strong-meanineresponses than paragraphs pre-

sented with weak title's. When paragraphs appeared without any title, an

1'
intermediate number orresponses indicated a strong-meaning interprets-

.

since < ,09). With

tion Of'the paragraphs. However, the two counting instructions did not
40

produce the same.pattern of responses across levels of-context. Fewer
0

strong-meaning responses were exhibited in all context conditions and
411.

the means iirdered themselves in descending order from strong. to weak to

none. 4,A,'
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Recognition: Weak-meaning responsess, The number of multiple-choice

questions wh#ie subjects chose the weak-meaning alternative was analyzed

to reveal.effects of-the experimental manipulations upon encoding of
n-

weak-meaning information in ambiguous Rsssages.

..,,/ The mean peoportion of responses consonant with a weak-meaning inter-
. , ', -

pretation of the ragraphs appear in Table 2. In a 4 (Tasks) x 2 (Dura-

Calculated omega squared valuei revealedthat .09 of the total var-

iance was attributable'to the context manipulation, .01 to the task

instruction effect, and..01 to the Tasks x Duration interaction.

--1111.tion) x 3 (Contek xed analysis of variance, with repeated measures on

the third variable, significant effecti were found for the tasks, F (3,136)

11.09, 2 < .001, and context main effects, F (2,272) 18.99, 2 < .001,

and for the Tasks x Duration, F (3,130I 6.88, p < .01, and Tasks x

Context interactions, F (6,272) ; 2.63 2:< .02.

Insert Table 2 about here

Newman-Keuls tests comparing the means of the four instructions

groups.revealed that subjects instructed to count the number of four-

letter words in paragraphs chose fewer weak-meaning alternatives thav

subjects given instructions to process the passages at a semantic,level

(rating for ambiguity.and normal learning). The pronoun-counting group

performed at an intermediate level which did not dilfer significantly

either from the rwo semantically-instructed groups or from the four-

letter-word group.

21*
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Context-producing titles influenced the riumber,of weak-meaning si-

ternatiyes selected. Subjects chose a significantly greater proportion

of weak-meaning alternatives for paragraphs presented with weak-meaning

tiyles (.40) than for paragra*S\presented either with no titles (.30),

< .01, oftith strong-context titles (.23), 2 < .01. Paragraphs pre-

sented with no titles were more like y to be encoded according to a weak-

meaning interpretation than paragrap:s prese d in the 'context of strong-
* do

meaning tiitlirs, II< .01.i%

..

Th

i
.

A Tasks x Dnration Inters ion indica d that, within the 20-second

level, comparisons of cell means' using t-tests replicated an earlier
,

pattern: the two counting tasks were significantly lower than the two
.,

semantic taska, E < .01. 'However, when paragraphs were xposed for 45

seconds, the only instruction which resulted in a,a1f1cautly lOwer

mean number of weak-meaning choices was the cputing four-letter word

task, 2. < .01.

Of all effects which were significant in the present study, the most,

interesting for memory specificity was the-Tasks xrtontext interaction

shown in columns 2, 6 and 9 of Table 2. Simple effects analyses indifa-

N
ted that the mean poportion of alternatives selected which were consonant

with the weak.mean g of the passages was not affected by level of pro--

cessing as represen ed by task instructions, when the paragraphs had been

presented in the context of strong-meaning titles. In the presence of

weak-meaning titles, more weak-meaning alternatives were chosen with seman-

tic task instructions (rating for ambiguity 'and normal learning) than

with less semantic iask instructions, 2 < .01. When paragraphs were

22
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presented without any titles, the number of weak-meanin sponses in-
I

creased as tasks became more semantic, but at a much less ramatic rate

---=than th t exhibited with weak-meaning titles, F (3,408) mg 2.82,E < .05,

Only t e group of subjects counting fourll:)kr wofds'chose significantly

fewer ak-neaning responses than the two semantic instructions, E < *.05.

Omega squared values reflecting the amount of variance accounted

for by.experimental treatments showed that task instructions accounted

for .05, context cues for,07, and each of the significant interactionp-

for .02 of the total variance.

Recall: Specificity (4reOponses. Before the data were collected,

-/

plans for scioring the 'recall of idea units had called for separately

cointing the number of ideas consonant with each possible meaning of the

paragraphs. An examination of recall protocols revealed the impossibility

of filling this plan.. Subjects midst often wrote essays as ambiguous as

the onea presented to them during acquisition. That is, it was usually

impossible to determine which yening of a passage had been seIrected.
,t

Therefore, no ittempt was made to analyze recall of idea units for spe-

cificity of encoding. A

DiscTion

Results clearly indicateethat context-producing titles predictably

influenced the comprehension and memory of prose passages. The paragraphs

in the present study were ambiguous in the sense that they allowed two

interpretations. The relative probability of these two interpretations

-

was!determined in a pre-experimental rating task, thus specifying a strong

23
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and a weak meaning for each passage. In therecognition test Aase

memory experiment, the learners'chose more strong-meaning alternatives-
.

4

for paragraphs which had been preceded by a strong-meaning title than

a .

for paragraphs which had appeared with a weak title. SimilarN more
k ,

.

weak-meatiing altefnatives were chosen for paragraphs presented with weak -r f

Cv

a

titles than for those with.strong titles. For both typesof respOnse

m4ess paragraphs presented without any-title resulied in more respon-

1, ses than ragrApheRreceded with inconsistent,contexts. That is,7'414-

students chose more strong-meaning alternatives for paragraphs without

titles than for paragraphs with weak titles and they chose more weak- ,

meaning alternatives for paragrephs without titiei than'for paragraphs

Wit strong-meaning alternatives. Thus, a semittic interpretation'of

coding specificity was supported with ambigu rose passages. The

weak- ind strong-meaning recognition measures indicated at the informs-

tion content of the:paragtaphe;yas encoded in the context represented by

40
the titles.

Also of considerable interest is the reliable interaction on strong-

and weak-meaning response measures between levels of processing, induced

by different task instructions, and context. .I,Jen given instructions
A

which presumabIy induced a-deeper processing of the paragraphs, the readers

not only acquired greater.amount of information but they also exhibi-

ted a greater sen itivity \oithe context provided. In terms of the depth

/ of processing model, when readers are instructed to rate a paragraph for

ambiguity or to learn it, they are likely to process it in a meaningful
4

way. As Craik and Lockhart (1972) proposed, semantte processing involves

2 4
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accessing previously stored information and cognitiVe structures and

relatiilg.them to the new incoming information.. Oneiobvious effect of

providing readers with'an appropriate-context shouldbe.tolsfacilitate the.
.

.,'

.

accessing of existing cognitive structures. Innhe.ptes ent qudy, for
...< )

, ,.

-. .

,students involved in semantic tasks :It titles automatically provided a
,. it

,

framework for building a 1Mantic representation Of the passages. As

indicated in Tithes 1 and 2, whial framewo& beAme activated was a'func-
'

tion of rie title presented with the paragraphs. Responses were constrained

particaarly well when sUbjects were processing the Materialt'a level
,

which "used" the framework. Thus, subjects given instructions to rate

for ambiguid, or'io'lea chose many strongmetning alternatives for the

paragraphs given a st ng-meaning context itnd very few for the piiragraph

given a weak-mean g context. They,performed in a context-appropriate

j/manner with the weak-meaning responses as well. On the other handr,sub-

jects who counted four-letter words and pronouns did not reflect the effect

of titles upon specificity of encoding. Possibly, for these 4/subjects,
4

Ole titles activated pre-existing cognitive structures but, since incaleThg

stimuli were noegiven meaningful representation, no new information

could be added to the information framework cued by the titles. Titles

alone were not effective in producing correct performance on a muItiple-

choice test, whether measured in terms of number of strong-zgeaningor of

weak-meaning responses. Thus, the effects of context were restricted to

conditions which involved meaningful representation of, the verbal material.

It may seem surprising that such strong context effects were produced

by simple six-word phrases presented as titles. Other studies and everyday

2 5
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observations suppori the present findings, hlwever. .For example, Lackner

aiid,,.Garrett (1972) foundrthat subjects i4a'dicht4im listening padk; who
,

4
shadowed an ambiguous message presented to one ear, later interpieted

6

the message in the contett'provided by information preaented.to the On-

attended ear. .The unattended Passage biased responses eventhough sub,-

jects were.unable to.report the comreaa-pkoducing information. -As id,-

athe present study,' cbntext was a poOtrful'determiner of the 91erikng as-
. 9 ..

- signed to'verbal messagea.. As in-everyday encounters with verbal mes--

sages, the smallest hint of context see*. to:constrain and disambiguate
0

potentially ambiguous communications.

The amount of information rktainedas contrasted with its Content,

was not aearly as.s46ject to cont effgAta. .Providing,readers with a
r

six-wmil, title before paragraphs was not effective in increasing the

number-of idea Units recalled. These results are in cOntrast to those,

of Bransford and JohnSon (1972), Dooling and Lachman (1971), and DOoling

and'MUllet (1973), who found that titles or short phraies describing the

content of paragraphs significantly increased free recall. Clearly the

differences in stimulus materials account for the contrasting results.

In the present atudy, thIparagraphs were ambiguous but only,in the sense:

that they could be interpreted as describing two concrete situations.

The learners were able to build least one 'semantic representatiop

ab
imMediately upon perceiving the paragraphs. In past studies. of the effects

'of context, the,Rasaages have been madeAm7osefully vague and metaphori7

cal, and have included a number of unspecified referents and antecedents.

Upon reading the,"flying a kite" passage of Bransford and Johnson, (1972)

26-
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for example, one is struck by the incoherence,of the paragraph until given

the context7producing ticle. On the other hand, the Baseball/Factory

paragraph of the present study seems to easily access a pre-existing

cognitive structure, whether it be about baseball or about a factory,

making its at once comprehensible and memorable. Thus, any,possible effect
N

of pr6Viding titles upon free recall are perhaps erased by the high compre-

01bensibility of the paragraphs themselves. *While cont can be a pOwerful

4etermiejof compreheneion4 and\therefore, of memo bility (BragOrd &

Johilson, 1972; Craik 6lockhart,\1.972), Alen paragraphs are already highly

comprehensible, they are less likely to show increased retention of in7

formation simply because of the presence of sizvord titles:

Context cues were effective in increasing the amount of information

recognized on the total information recognition measure which was defiled

as any correct response, whether it indicated one or the other possible

interpretation of the paragraphs, The attual size of the effect was small

considering the W2 value of .01 and results of post hoc comparisons. Means

of the levels of context were ordered in decreasing size from strong, to

weak, to no title, but the only significant difference appeared between

the strong-meaning title and the no-title conditions, 2. < .05. Neverthe-

o.
less, context-producing titles did increase significantly the number of

"correct" multiple-choice responses ;selected. Perhaps, this measure of

amount of information remembered was the only one to reflect differences

due to context because it represented a more sensitits somplike of avail-

able information (Tulving 6 Pearlstone, 1966). The title may have pro-

vided a small but significant advantage,in the acquisition of information
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by 'automatically supplying a Cognitive structure for the new information

(Haviland & Clark, 1974).

All three measures of amount of information remetbered, number of

idea units recalled, number of correct control recognition reeponses, and

ntiii-oer of recognition reaponses consonant with either interpretation of

the-aibiguous passages, showed a consistent pattern of teaults. All

three measures ttflectg&simUa t. and significant effects for task instruc-

tior4, the variable designia to Induce different levels of information
. .

processing. Consistent with a depth of processing model of memory, in-

structions to deal with passage content on a semantic level Fesulted in

significantly higher memory scores than non-semantic inattructions. Stu-

dents asked to read end learn paragraphs or to rate them for ambigui:y

aust attend to the neaning of the verbal symbols to fulfill task denands.

On subsequent memory.tests, these subjeCts remember much more of the

informetion content of the paragraphs than subjects given mon-semantic
,

instructions. Interestligly, no significant differerice was found between

the tic semantic task*. This finding is consonant.with previous indica-

tions that incidental tasks which require meaningful processing of stimuli

often result in performance as good Jae, or nearly as good as, intentional
.

instructions to learn (e.g., Robrow & Bower, 1969; Prase & Kammann, 1974).

Also, although mean performance was higher for students asked to count

pronouns than for those asked to count number of four-letter words, it

was pot significsntly higher. Thus, one could not reliably prefict from

these results that processing words at a syntactic level.represents a

deeper levet of processing than processing words at a purely physical

level.

28
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The Value of semantic instructions prinfluenciing how much is remem-

bered from prose is reflected in the relatively.large omega squared

values calculated for task effects in all three measures of memory capac-

ity. Free recall particularly

f

was strongly influenced by task instrucm

. itions .44).
s.

Again as predicted by a depth of processing model, subjects allowed

to interact with the.presented material for longer periods of time re-

membered more information. Only the control recognition responses did

not show a significant inctease in correct memory with longer exposure

duration. It should be noted that while the difference between 20-second

.arui 45-second exposure times was significant for recall and total informa-

tion recOgnition measures,)the duration variable controlled much less of

the variance (A2 .02) than did task instructions. As Craik and Lock-

hart (1972) proposed, if stimuli are anilyzed repeatedly at a "shalpw"

level of processing, an increase in time will not ensure better memory

performance. Of greater importance is the degree to which task instruc-

tions and learners' intentions permit processing of the stimuli at a

semantic level.

In summary, depth of comprehension, as manipulated by task instruc-

tions and by different presentation'durations, effectively controlled

the amount of information remembered-from ambiguous prose passages.

Furthermore, task instructions interacted with title conditions. Deep

levels of processing improved memory for new information in two' ways:

more information, and more "accurate" or context-appropriate information,

was remembered under the more semantic instructions than under the less

semantic instructions. 29
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Table

Mean Proportions of Strong-Meaning Recognition Respohses

AL 1

Tasks

Context

lb

Strong Ned lone

20-sec. 454sec. Mean 20-sec. 45-seet, Mean 20-sec, 45-sec. Meat

Counting 4-letter words .32 .53 .42 .30

Counting pronouns .43 .48, ;45 .20

Rating for ambiguity .55 .60 .57 ,.32

one learning .55 ,60 .57 .35

34

4 ,

\.45

..

.37 .30 .33 .32

s ,

1. ..

, ri,

40 .25 .27 .28 '17
,(1,

127 ,,029'- .42 .37 .40

.) i;

.28
I

r .47

' : e

.42 ...44

46;

4
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Table 2

Nem Proportions of Weak-Neaning Recognition Responses

.414

Tasks

ContextC

Strong Veak. None

,208mc. 45-sec. Mean 20-sec, 45-8ec. Nean 20-sec, 45-see. Mean

Countingl-letter words '.23 .20 .22 .32 , .17 .25 .27 .18 .22

Counting pronouns .18 .25 .22 .30 .37 .34 .22 .33 .28

, Rating for ambiguity

Normal learning

.27

.23

.22

:22

.24

:23

.42

.48

.55

.60

.48

43

.30,

.27

:43

.42

.36,

.34

I
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